
 
UNDERTAKING 

 
             Undertaking furnished by M/s -----Manufacturer name----. in the office of the Director, 

Central Farm Machinery Training & Testing Institute, Budni,(M.P.) on  
  

I, Mr. --------------------- presently working as -------------  in M/s ------------------------ and that I 
am duly authorized to make the following declarations for and on behalf of the firm:- 
 
1. That the firm has read and understood the Central Motor Vehicles (10th Amendment) 

Rules, 2016 made by the Central Government to amend the Central Motor Vehicles 
Rules, 1989. 

2. That the firm has read and understood the insertion made after the first provision in the 
sub-rule (2) in the rule 124-A of the Central Motor Vehicles Rules, 1989. 

3. That the position of the Rear Warning Triangle fitted on ……….Make & Model of 
Tractor………. is towards the rear in a vertical plane 90 degree in the centre and that its 
height is ------- mm. and therefore it meets the requirement of within ±10degree in the 
centre, and the height between 600 mm to 1800 mm, as laid down in clause 6.17.3 of 
AIS-030 (Rev.1): 2012. 

4. As regards Geometric Visibility of the Rear Warning Triangle, it is visible between 30 
meters to 180 meters from the rear of the tractor and thus meets the requirement of 
clause 6.17.4 of AIS-030 (Rev.1): 2012. 

5. As regards Orientation, the point of the Rear Warning Triangle is pointed upwards, and 
thus meets the requirement of 6.17.5 of AIS-030 (Rev.1): 2012. 

6. That the size of the Rear Warning Triangle is not as per the figure 1 in the Annex 9 of AIS 
088-2005, since now, the structure of the tractor is such that it had made it impossible to 
maintain above referred dimension of Rear Warning Triangle and therefore, the size of 
each side of the Rear Warning Triangle is ---------- mm. It is, however, undertaken that 
the firm will henceforth mount this triangle only, that too, in the same place on the 
tractor as is mentioned in the clause 3 above; w.e.f. the date of submission of this 
undertaking… 

7. That the above referred Rear Warning Triangle has been tested as per AIS-088:2005 by 
ARAI/ICAT/CIRT/VRDE vide their certificate no. ----------- Dated: --.--.----- 

8. That there is no change in the specifications of the tractor from the one submitted at the 
time of obtaining CMVR compliance certificate bearing No. ------------ issued by Central 
Farm Machinery Training & Testing Institute, Budni,(M.P.). 

9. That the firm is fully aware and agree that in case of any of the declarations made above 
is found false or incomplete, the Central Farm Machinery Training & Testing Institute, 
Budni,(M.P.) may cancel / withdraw the CMVR certificate, along with the other actions as 
deemed fit by the institute. 

 
 
 
 

Place:  Place                                                                                            Name of Person 
Date:   --/----/----                                                                                         Designation  
                                     
  
                                                                                                                                                                      


